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Singing competition for 1st year students
11-08-2016
The new students of Narula Institute of Technology were engaged
in cultural performances through Singing competition which show their talent
and creativity on 11-08-2016. Students of 1st year (2016-20) Batch were
participated in this programme. The event was aimed to give the students an
idea about the “Art and Culture” of the institute. The newcomers together came
forward to participate in the cultural activities and added upon to the event.

Participants sang a song on 11-08-2016

Audience perform on 11-08-2016
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Singing competition for 1st year students
11-08-2016
Organized by
Narula Institute of Technology

Banner of singing competition for 1st year students 11-08-2016

Independence Day Celebration
15/08/2016
NiT celebrated 71st Independence Day at its campus. Mr Simarpreet Singh,
Director JIS Group hoisted Indian national flag along with Prof. Dr. M R
Kanjilal, Principal.
The flag - hoisting ceremony promotes patriotism and nationalism. It
strengthens our love for the country as we watch in pride as the indian flag rises
to the sky. Students' and staffs' involvement in singing the national anthem
while the flag is being hoisted ensures their loyalty, respect, and love for their
beloved country.
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Flag hosting by Director JIS Group on 15th August

Singing the national anthem on 15th August
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15th Foundation Day of the Institute
Celebration
17/08/2016
Narula Institute of Technology, a principal Institute of higher education aimed
at producing globally responsible citizens. The institute has completed fifteen
years untiring service to the society on 17th August 2016 which is eventually
the Foundation Day of our College. The Institute has taken up manifold
activities to commemorate this day. The day started with the inaugural session
in the lushly college ground where the students, faculty and staff members
assembled
The students and staff members showcased their Cultural exuberance. The Nitians took an oath to continue their endeavour in achieving excellence and
contribute towards the development of the community.

Cultural performance of foundation day celebration on 17/08/2016
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Photo Exhibition & Competition
19/08/2016
Photography is the passion and profession of many people. Celebrity
photographers are world-renowned. World Photography Day is a unique day
designed to appreciate, express praise and celebrate the work of photographers
all over the world. World Photography Day is celebrated every August 19th.
This day is an exclusive celebration of the history of photography, a yearning
for the latest development of photography technology, and looking forward to
bright future opportunities. Students from different streams participated in this
exhibition. The guests visited the exhibition and shared their thoughts. They
congratulated the students for their excellent work.

Photo Exhibition & Competition on 19/08/2016
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Photo Exhibition & Competition Team on 19/08/2016

Banner of Photo Exhibition & Competition on 19/08/2016
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Gurudakshina 2k16- Teachers' Day
10/09/2016
Teaching, the profession that creates all other professions and teachers as
mentors, can mould students into future leaders. Teachers' Day in India is
celebrated on 5 September every year to commemorate the birth anniversary of
Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan - the First Vice President of India, a
renowned scholar and an educationist at heart.
On 10th September, 2016, the students of Narula Institute of Technology
celebrated the day Gurudakshina 2k16 with their teachers and expressed love,
gratitude and the special role that teachers play in their lives. The students have
also organised a small cultural programme and a live portrait making of Dr.
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan followed by the cake cutting ceremony and
felicitation programme.
Few pictures of the gala event are attached herewith.

Accruing of Teacher’s day program on 10/09/2016
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Cultural performance on 10/09/2016

Cultural performance on 10/09/2016
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Gathering of teacher on 10/09/2016
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Alumni Meet "Nostalgia 2016"
22/10/2016
We are pleased to have organised a wonderful and memorable Alumni meetNostalgia, 2k16(A trip down the memory lane) on 22nd October, 2016 at Narula
Institute of Technology, Agarpara, Kolkata. The date and time of the meet was
informed and publicised through social media and beforehand preparations were
made for the success of the meet.
The ceremony began at 3.00 pm with the traditional lighting of lamp by our
honourable Principal Dr. Maitreyi Ray Kanjilal, Mrs. Nidhi Singh, Registrar,
and Dr. Sandip Chanda, HOD, EE Department, along with Mr. Sudhangshu
Sarkar, President, Alumni Association, & Mr. Abhijit Ghosh Secretary, Alumni
Association. The Alumni Meet was also attended by other alumni cell members,
office staff and student volunteers.
The event was glittered by cultural performances done by our alumni
students, along with DJ Night which again was performed by one of our alumni
Pradyumna Roy. The mesmerizing Instrumental session was done by
Subhendu Chatterjee, an alumnus from 2010 pass out batch. Student volunteers
also entertained Alumni by asking them to share their college life, funny
memories etc. Most of the Alumni were visiting their Alma mater after a long
time and naturally were thrilled to be back in the campus again. Some of them
attended the meet with their children and family members as well. The occasion
was graced by more than 200 Alumni from last 12 batches.
The alumni then had a gala dinner with the faculties of the institute where great
bonhomie was observed everywhere with old students reliving their old
memories with their batch mates, seniors and juniors. Many of the current
students were also seen interacting with their pass out seniors and learning from
their experiences. In all, the ambience was electric with people seen chatting
and enjoying in groups. The Alumni showed their willingness to help and
partner in various ways.
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Some Memorable Moments

Cultural performance of Nostalgia 2016 on 22/10/2016

Cultural performance of Nostalgia 2016 on 22/10/2016

Banner of Nostalgia 2016 on 22/10/2016
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Registration desk of Nostalgia 2016 on 22/10/2016

Gathering of Nostalgia 2016 on 22/10/2016

Gala Dinner of Nostalgia 2016 on 22/10/2016
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Rangoli competition for Diwali Celebration
25/10/2016
We happy to inform you all that the Narula institute of Technology has
organized "Rangoli Competition-2016" on Tuesday, 25th October, 2016
from 11:00 A.M onwards at college ground for the purpose of celebration of
"Diwali" 2016 and to find the artistic talent among the students. The program
was co-ordinated & hosted by the Department of Basic Sc. & Humanities
department.
Students from both B.Tech & Diploma, all years have participated in this
competition. Spontaneous participation of all the members has made this event
more lively, enjoyable & grand success. During the contest the students
showcased an artistic colour which outshine in their creative skills. The judges
assessed the Rangoli on certain parameters like creativity, colour relevance and
theme and based on that declared three best winners from eleven participating
groups. Entire program was well appreciated by all members of NiT.

Completion going on 25/10/2016
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One of the Rongoli on 25/10/2016

Rongoli with diwali’s light on 25/10/2016
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Fresher’s WELCOME,2016
05/11/2016
We are happy to inform you that Narula Institute of Technology welcomed the
fresher by presenting a dazzling evening decorated with colourful performances
and games. The centre of attraction was the creative and entertaining
competition to crown the year's Mr. and Ms. Fresher. Sukhman Kaur and
Subham Adarsh won the title of the night. The dancers of the college rocked the
stage with their exotic performances and the singers enhanced the spirit of
celebration with the melody. Dancing together with lights and DJ ended the
event with a touch of magic.

Culture Program of Fresher’s WELCOME on 05/11/2016

Mr. & Ms Fresher of Fresher’s WELCOME on 05/11/2016
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Culture Program of Fresher’s WELCOME on 05/11/2016

Freshers WELCOME,2016
5 th November,2016
Organized by
Narula Institute of Technology

Banner of Fresher’s WELCOME on 05/11/2016
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Christmas Eve celebration
24/12/2016
Christmas is a time to give and forgive, celebrated everywhere as a joyous
family affair, we too, at Narula Institute of Technology, celebrated Christmas on
24th December as a happy time for the students, faculties and staff members.
Student perform small cultural program on this day.

Banner of Christmas Eve celebration on 24/12/2016

Cultural performance of Christmas Eve celebration on 24/12/2016
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One of the moments of Christmas Eve celebration on 24/12/2016

Evolution 2017, School Teachers' Meet
25/01/2017
Its our proud privilege to inform you Narula Institute of Technology organized a
one day workshop titled Evolution 2017- School Teachers’ Meet on 25
January, 2017 which focused on the Paradigm shift in School
Education. The Evolution 2017 also intended to bridge the gap between urban
and marginalised schools. Around 102 teachers from fifty-three schools actively
participated in this event. Some of the schools which participated are
Ramkrishna Sarada Mission, Sister Nivedita Girls' School, Pearls of God,
Baranagar Rajkumari Memorial Girls' High School, Hariyana Vidya Mandir,
St.Augustine Day School and many more across the entire state. The
conglomeration of teachers extended from Kolkata, Howrah, Hooghly,
Midnapore, Nadia, and North 24 paraganas. The session was inaugurated
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by Prof. (Dr.).Malayendu Saha- Chairman West Bengal Joint Entrance
Examination Board who spoke about the changing trends in education. The
second resource person of the session was Prof (Dr) Anupam Basu, Chairman
Center for Educational Technology & Professor, Dept. of Computer Science &
Engineering - Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur who threw light
on Educational Reforms & Teacher Training. His session was followed
by Mr. Gautam Chakrabarty, Management Trainer & Consultant, who
delivered a discourse on the importance of school leadership. The post lunch
session had a motivational essence from Swami Vedatitananda, Ramkrishna
Mission Shilpamandira, Belur who highlighted effects of Value crisis in
Contemporary society & its remedial measures.

Cultural performance of student on 25/01/2017
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Audience of Evolution 2017, School Teachers' Meet on 25/01/2016

Gathering of Evolution 2017, School Teachers' Meet on 25/01/2016
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Republic Day Celebration
26/01/2017
Republic Day is
the
anniversary
of
the day India
became
an
independent republic and so we celebrate grandly to this day.
On this auspicious celebration of 68th Republic Day, Narula Institute of
Technology has organised the flag hoisting program in the institute campus. The
National Flag has been hoisted by respected Principal NiT, Prof.(Dr.) M.R
Kanjilal, along with the other faculty ,staff members, NiT students and school
students. Students perform small dance-drama on this day.
All the members sung the National Anthem also.
Few glimpses are attached herewith.

Flag hosting by Principal Madam on 26/01/2017

Cultural performance on 26/01/2017
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Banner of 68th republic day on 26/01/2017

Participation of Narulites @ JIS Stall at
International Kolkata Book Fair
27/01/2017
Please find some glimpses of the enthusiastic and brilliant students of NiT who
gave a startling performance yesterday at the JIS Stall in the 41st International
Kolkata Book Fair. Mesmerising crowd appreciated our students' talent and
actively participated in the events conducted by them

Cultural performance of Narulites @ JIS Stall at International Kolkata Book Fair on
27/01217
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Cultural performance of Narulites @ JIS Stall at International Kolkata Book Fair on
27/01217

International Mother Language Day
21/02/2017
This is to inform all that KATHAKOLI a garland of events, organized by Art
and Literary club of the institute gave an opportunity to observe the
International Mother Language Day on 21st February in a different way. The
spontaneous participation of students in Essay and Elocution competition again
proved the variety of skills they have. Our chief guest was Mr. Anirban
Bhattacharya, a Bengali film and stage actor whose gracious presence made our
event glorified. Our college drama group S6 and Sparsh performed along with
the invited theatre group Balarko. Mr Anirban enlightened the performers and
the students with words of encouragement. The observation of this special day
was not confined only within the four walls of our college as Nit-ians aimed to
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hold the hands of the economically weaker and orphan children who are unable
to have education properly. The students and staff members conducted a „walk
for a cause‟, which is a step taken by our college to give them a ray of hope and
put a smile on their face. The walk had the mission to make awareness among
people to educate the children and go ahead together and make a better nation.
The students carried appealing placards reflecting the mission of the Walk.
Around 500 students walked gaily chanting songs which motivated the local
people and added rhythm to make it more joyful. The walk ended with the
distributed kits and sweets to the underprivileged children of the society.

Principal Madam Lamping the light on 21/02/2017
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Students show Mother’s Language on 21/02/2017

Banner of International Mother Language Day on 21/02/2017
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Cultural Program - Cultural Fest 2K17
21/04/2017 – 22/04/2017
The cultural program of Cultural Fest 2K17 of the Institute was organized at
Eco Tourism Park,Rajarhat,Kolkata on 22-04-2017. The program witnessed the
convergence of singers, dancers and poets inside the minds and souls of our
budding technocrats. The cultural fest of Dancing and Singing was an attempt to
nurture the emerging artists inside our loving students. The event marked some
melodious singing performances, elegant dance presentations and soothing
recitations and many more. The students enjoyed to live their hobbies for some
time away from their regular routine.

Culture Program of Cultural Fest 2K17 on 21-22/04/2017
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Culture Program of Cultural Fest 2K17 on 21-22/04/2017

Culture Program of Cultural Fest 2K17 on 21-22/04/2017
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Culture Program of Cultural Fest 2K17 on 21-22/04/2017

Culture Program of Cultural Fest 2K17 on 21-22/04/2017
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Banner of Cultural Fest 2K17 on 21-22/04/2017

The Annual Awards Day Celebration "NiT
Jewels 2017"
12/05/2017
"NiT Jewels” the Annual Awards Day celebration was organized at the heart of
NIT on May 12, 2017. The award ceremony started with the best wishes from
the honorable Principal of NiT, Prof (Dr) M R Kanjilal. In this ceremony with
pride and glory the institute awarded the students under four categories:
Academic Excellence, Technical Innovation, Cultural Exuberance and Sports
Caliber. . The journey of NiT started in 2001 and has completed more than
fifteen years in the field of education. The spectrum of colours has illumined the
dynamic performances of this institute which would not have been possible
without the effort of the “Stalwarts of NiT” who have completed over a decade
of service in this Institute. Nit also felicitated the scholars who have contributed
in the area of Research & Development of the institute by receiving grants in
major and minor projects, securing patents and providing consultancy services.
The most awaited award, the “College Blue”, was conferred to Abhishek Juneja,
4th year, Department of Electronics & Communication Engineering for
consistent academic performance in the last four years and for exhibiting
magnificent technical creativity and sense of responsibility. Nit Jewels 2017
geared up the students and staff members for a better tomorrow.
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Cultural performance of NiT Jewels on 12/05/2017

Cultural performance of NiT Jewels on 12/05/2017
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“College Blue”, was conferred to Abhishek Juneja on 12/05/2017

*************
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Tri-series Friendship Cricket Tournament
12th November, 2016

A sunny and clear sky witnessed the Tri-series Friendship Cricket Tournament
which was organized by the Alumni Association of Narula Institute of
Technology. The matches were played between present students, alumni and the
staff members of the institute on 12th November,2016. The students won the
first two matches and made their way to the finals. On the other hand the
Alumni XI beat the staff members in the high voltage match and got qualified to
play the finals. In the grand finale the Men in blue jersey, Alumni XI played
brilliantly and emerged as the champions. Girish of Alumni XI won the blue cap
for being the highest wicket taker, Udit Patel from Alumni XI won the Man of
the Match in the finals whereas Saket Kumar of Students XI became the highest
scorer ,bagged the red cap and became the proud owner of the ‘Man of The
tournament’ .The staff , students and the alumni were content about coming
together and enjoying themselves. More than the victory or loss, all were happy
about having such a wonderful event which was organized for the first time in
the history of Narula Institute of Technology. The tournament ended in a true
spirit of friendship and harmony. Few glimpses of the event are attached below.
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Cricket match in Triseries tournament(12th Nov,2016)

Bowling action in Triseries tournament (12th Nov,2016)
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Basic Rock Climbing & Nature Study Course,
Gajaburu, Purulia
16-19 February, 2017
Rock Climbing is a sport, demanding both physical and
mental strength that often tests a climber's strength,
endurance, ability, and balance along with his or her mental
control. In Rock climbing participants climb up or across
natural rock formations or man-made rock walls with the goal
to reach the summit of a formation or the endpoint of a predefined route.
The 4 day course introduces the trainees to the arena of rock
climbing which includes:• Physical Exercise: Jogging, PT, Stretching, etc.
• Rock Climbing: Definition of Rock Climbing, types of
climbing, climb down with practical performance
• Rappelling: Long Sling, Shoulder
• Mountaineering: Definition, briefing about hazards,
mountain manners and conservation of Nature
• Equipment: Name of equipment used in Rock & Ice. Use
and preservation
• Rope & Rope knots: Type of Ropes & Knots. Use &
maintenance of Ropes & Knot practice
• Terminology: Terms related to works Mountains and
equipment
• River crossing: Crossing over river by rope
• Tyrolean Trans: Definition, briefing with practical
• Mountain Hazards: Definition, types, briefing with example
• First Aid: Purpose, Scope, Golden rules
• Map reading: Definition, types, use of Maps
• Track & Sign: Definition, types, use of the signs
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• Nature & preservation: Definition, care & preservation of
Nature
• Shelter & Fire making: Briefing with practical
• Camp Fire: - Singing, Dancing, Acting and merry making in
a friendly atmosphere

Team of Rock Climbing on 16th – 19 February, 2017
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Team of Rock Climbing on 16th – 19 February, 2017

Rock Climbing on 16th – 19 February, 2017
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Rock Climbing on 16th – 19 February, 2017
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4th Sardar Jodh SinghCricket
Tournament-2017
17th Feb, 2017
The cloudless morning of Thursday marked a jubilant advent of spring when the
students of different colleges under JIS group showcased spectacular and
competitive cricket on the first day of 4th Sardar Jodh Singh Challenger Intra
JIS group Students’ Cricket Tournament. The day started with the welcome
address by Dr.M.R.Kanjilal,Principal of the host college NIT. This was
followed by the address of Prof.B.C.Mal,Vice Chancellor,JISU where he
formally declared the tournament to commence. The inaugural ceremony
witnessed some friendly cricketing between the dignitaries of different colleges.
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Dr.Annapurna Das,Director,GNIT bowled a couple of balls to Dr.M.R.Kanjilal
which

marked

the

glorious

spirit

of

the

inauguration.

Dr.Santanu

Sen,Principal,GNIT and Dr.Avirup Sengupta,Principal,GNIPST were among
the other guests who were present to cheer the players.
There were six matches played during the whole day. NIT won two consecutive
matches against JISU and JISSP and made a smooth entry to the semi-finals
from Group A. On the other hand GNIHM defeated DSCSDEC & GKCEM and
got qualified as the other semifinalist from Group B. The day ended with the
cheer and claps of the enthusiastic crowd from different colleges.

Principal in Cricket ground after inaugurating SJSC Tournament (17th
Feb,2017)
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Cricket match of SJSC Tournament on 17th Feb,2017

Volleyball Competition
25th February, 2017
At NIT College Campus on 25th February, 2017 Volleyball Competition was
held among Students. Final winner was IT 4th year Students for this tournament.
Competition was Started in the 1PM & was continued up to 5.00pm.
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Volleybal match on 25th Feb,2017.

Action during Volley bal match on 25th Feb,2017.
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Mini Marathon 2k17
08/03/2017
The bystanders and the residents at Kamarhati witnessed a spectacular show of
harmony on March 8, 2017 when around five –hundred participants ran
gleefully and enthusiastically in the 4 km Mini Marathon organized by Narula
Institute of Technology, under JIS group Educational Initiatives. The Marathon
echoed the slogan ‘Run with gaiety, Pledge for Parity’. This event aimed to
spread the message of Gender uniformity among the people. Besides the
participants from the host institute, the schools in the neighbourhood also joined
the Marathon in order to express their solidarity. The gender split was 46%
females and 54%males and the participants ranged in the age group between 12
to 65 years. The participants took an oath in favour of Gender uniformity before
the commencement and then with the count often the race was flagged off by
two great luminaries who were also the guest of honour of the event, Mr
Dipankar Biswas, Ex National Footballer and Mr Bibaswan Ganguly,
International Shooter and common wealth game medallist from Kamarhati bus
stand at 4pm. The runners were escorted by a furnished van where the cultural
team of the college sang in chorus and imparted the message of parity and
integrity. The entire route was well managed by the college volunteers and the
traffic control. The event was graced by Mr Dipankar Biswas, Ex National
Footballer and Mr Bibaswan Ganguly, International Shooter and common
wealth game medallist, Principals of neighboring schools and the dignitaries of
JIS group. The top finishers in the Men’s category: Winner-Saharukh Shaikh NiT (Dept. of Information & Technology), 1st runner up-Srinath Bhoi – NiT
(Dept. of Computer Application), 2nd runner up-Md. Saif Ali Khan- NIT(Dept.
of Mechanical Engineering). The top finishers in the Women’s category:
Winner- Tiasa Dhar from Sodepur Chandrachur Vidyapith for girls, 1st runner
up – Ishika Ghosh from Haradayal girls’ high school and 2nd runner up –
Swarnali Bose from Belghoria Mahakali girls’ high school. The Marathon
touched the lives of the local people and ended with a note of respect to the
womanhood.
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Stating of Mini Marathan on 8th March, 2017

Mini Marathan going on 8th March, 2017
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